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P E R F E C T

V O C A B U L A R Y
Meyha Bishnoi clarifies the delegates' stands on reforming the CBFC
where he questioned the need for a separate
entity. He felt that if the new body was to be the
same as the Central Board of Film Certification
(CBFC), its formation was pointless. This
provoked Kamal Haasan's ire, causing him to
specify his former statement. He attacked
Nihalani’s comprehension of basic vocabulary by
explaining the difference between the words
‘same’ and ‘similar’, the latter of which he had
used to describe the structure of the proposed
extension of the CBFC.

Reeha Das

Leela Samson did not have a direct definition but
she discussed reforms to the current Certification

The censorship of documentaries was the core of

Board that would benefit the documentary

today's discussion. Debate arose over whether a

filmmakers. She believes that an audiovisual

new board, specifically for the certification of

should be deemed a documentary only if it is an

documentaries should be formed, as the censorship

accurate narration of historical or current events.

of documentaries was seen by many as a basic

Additionally, the source of the facts upon which

example of the government's attempt to pull wool

the documentary is based must be clearly

over the public’s eyes.

specified. These facts should ideally be sourced
from a well-established international organisation

Kamal Haasan’s definition of a documentary

or on the basis of government data. The portrayal

was, “A form of media that is not based on but a

of this fact should be in the form of accurate

narration of a fact that took place, or is taking

pictures, oral records, objects, and photographs

place.” His views on the matter at hand were rather

where the people being featured must not be

clear, he suggested the formation of a separate

actors reading out scripted parts since an

entity that dealt with documentaries specifically. He

historical narrative shall “have no inactions.”

said that “having an extension…with one hand

This was a reform generally agreed upon with

working on films and the other on documentaries

Shyam Benegal deeming it a “suggestion having

would aid in the avoidance of disputes”. In

potential.”

hindsight, this is a good solution to the situation, but
extensive guidelines on the exact structure of this

In summary, reforms to the censorship of

board would be required to ensure the avoidance of

documentaries was highly recommended by the

the disputes that form the central issue.

committee. On the whole, the delegates felt that
the concealment of facts from the public was a

A counter to this was provided by Pahlaj Nihalani,

suppression of their rights to freedom of speech
and expression.

T H E

' S O U T H '

C H I N A

S E A

Kabir Rajgarhia interviews the delegates of Egypt and Australia
Journalist: Provided you understand the

determined by Guam’s people and their right to

importance of Guam to USA, what are your

self determination. However, Egypt agrees with

comments on its presence?

USA’s standpoint concerning the South China

Delegate (of Egypt): Egypt doesn’t support

Sea but still feels neither should have a monopoly

further militarisation of Guam, due to the high

and future events should be within UN

tensions in the region. Egypt favours

parameters and under their jurisdiction, to avoid

supervision of the personnel in Guam as a

any ulterior motives and selfish objectives being

measure of monitoring the South China Sea

fulfilled.

dispute. Additionally, Egypt welcomes an
increase in tourism in Guam, since this

Journalist: What are your thoughts about

would ultimately lead to a growth in the

Egypt’s uneasiness about your presence in the

territory’s economy.

South China Sea, keeping in mind their
willingness for the USA’s presence?

Journalist: You earlier stated that you believe

Delegate (of Australia): Australia believes there

‘the withdrawal of Australian troops will

should be a purely diplomatic approach that is

reduce tensions’. However, you also said you

monitored by the UN. The delegate of Egypt was

‘want more participation in Australian

simply saying that ‘Operation Gateway’ is a

surveillance’. What is your stance on

purely navigation operation, and Egypt was

Australian surveillance, especially regarding

asking as he wished to convert it to a surveillance

South China Sea?

system.

Delegate (of Egypt): Egypt believes this
situation should be a UN Mandate at its core,

Journalist: You asserted that ‘China has claim to

and everything should be controlled,

most of the South China Sea, even parts

moderated, and within the parameters that the

belonging to other countries’. However, you also

UN deems worthy.

believe ‘the US is there to stabilise’. Who is
correct to have presence in Guam and South

Journalist: What would be the preferred

China Sea, in your opinion?

course of action regarding the South China

Delegate (of Australia): The delegate of

Sea and the strong military presence,

Australia believes that the USA provides the

especially that of USA and Australia?

bedrock for Guam’s economy, while the PRC is

Delegate (of Egypt): Egypt supports neither

claiming parts belonging to other nations. The

side unquestionably, as Egypt agrees with

people of Guam are satisfied by the US, as

Russia and China on certain issues and USA

shown by the referendum, while people from

on others. In regards to Guam, Egypt supports

Vietnam, Taiwan, Singapore, and Philippines are

Russia in wanting Guam’s future to be

asking for parts of the sea.

I R A N

A N D

E G Y P T

L O C K

H O R N S

Tanvi Jhunjhunwala analyses the dynamics between two powerful forces

Handling the Day 2 crisis with strategy and

and Transjordan were hung between pragmatic

tact, Iran and Egypt came out as the two

and passionate arguments. In a small victory,

superpowers of the 1948 Arab Leaders Meet.

the King of Egypt, replacing Transjordan,

The Shah and the Prime Minister of Iran took

came out as a potential leader for the Arab

a strong stand against the aggressive approach

armed forces, however, when asked, the Shah

adopted by Egypt; however, both countries

of Iran did not seem to be threatened by this.

worked together to puppet the committee. To

He said that while “it has definitely limited the

tackle the crisis, which involved an Israeli spy

scope of debate”, Egypt had and taken a much

being found in Syria, Egypt proved the newly-

more radical and reckless stance by

formed country of Israel to be hostile and

“completely ruling out political debate and

inspired other countries to pledge military

accepting that they are power hungry”. The

support. However, the Shah of Iran took a

final round, however, went to Iran, which

more pragmatic approach, explaining that the

withdrew its troops and argued for Transjordan

Red Army (backing Israel), was powerful

to do the same, leaving Egypt as the leader of

enough to defeat the forces of the Arab League

a League with no forces. While the delegates,

combined.

much like their portfolios, have shown
fluctuating opinions and radical changes in

Essaying his character perfectly, the Imam of

perspective within committee, the current

Yemen changed his perspective on military

dominating powers seem to be moulding

intervention within minutes, and Saudi Arabia

debate to meet their personal agendas.

Saloni Singh

Aaryan Sinha

‘ P R E S S ’ I N G

Q U E S T I O N S

Aamiya Dhillon interviews the delegate of the United States of America

Journalist: Good morning! I would like to

oppressive characteristics of the Soviet’s

ask a few questions regarding the stance of

communism. Ideals can never truly concur, so

United States of America (USA) on the

the mujahedeen did, unfortunately, turn against

proceedings of the Security Council (SC).

our ideology. The current conflict, however, is

Delegate: Sure!

not about promoting ideals but preserving
them. China’s violations endanger the flow of

Journalist: Thank you. The SC is currently

international trade, and more importantly, the

discussing the South China Sea conflict in

security of the citizens of our allied nations.

relation to Guam. One can’t help but draw a
parallel between the acts of China and the US,

Journalist: Turning to your own ‘citizens’.

as both governments have annexed territory

President Trump’s budget aims to drastically

beyond their exclusive economic zones

reduce all funding to Guam, barring the

(EEZ). Could your criticism of China be

amount that is allocated to military

labelled hypocrisy?

infrastructure. How does this affect the efforts

Delegate: The parallel is invalid because the

that are being undertaken to reduce the

territories China aims to capture fall in the

disparity between the residents of the mainland

EEZ of other nations, whereas Guam was

and of Guam?

ceded to us under the Treaty of Paris.

Delegate: As mentioned in our working paper,
treaties and specialized committees under the

Journalist: Previous interventions by the US

United Nations will look into the promotion of

have finally not resulted in prevailing peace,

trade and tourism in the region.

taking the funding of the mujahedeen in the
Soviet-Afghan War as an example. How does

Journalist: Should the Guamanian people

the government plan on successfully solving

interpret this decision as the US government

the South China Sea conflict?

exploiting their resources and neglecting their

Delegate: The Afghanistan War was about

concerns, leaving the latter for the UN to look

protecting ideals. It was about promoting the

into?

concept of democracy and fighting the

Delegate: Well, that is debatable.

Nikita Kapoor
Saisha Koul

VIOLATION

OF

RIGHTS
OF

FOR

PROTECTION

RIGHTS?

Kavya Joshi sheds light on the situation of women in Saudi Arabia

Equality is a right which has been debated upon
since the the time of the inception of warfare.
The usual oppressor has been the male, while
the women have always had to work under the
influence and order of men.

Women have been

trying to change this perspective of thinking and
working of the society since the past few
centuries. For the past few centuries, women
have fought for the rights they have been
deprived of, for equality.

Equality doesn’t mean the upliftment of women,
rather, it refers to the just distribution of sources
and opportunities between genders. Women
don’t need to hear ‘ladies first’ or in cases of
emergency, ‘ladies and children first’. The day a
man walks through a door before a woman, and
the day men are let in along with women and
children in cases of emergencies is when
equality will be thoroughly recognized and
sanctioned by all the humans.

Khushi Bhasin

Today, the argument that dominated the
UNHRC, revolved around Saudi Arabia and its
relevance in the UNHRC. The country follows
the sharia law, this law allows all the liberty to
the men, while the women are not even allowed
to leave their homes or expose their face out in
public, let alone wear the kind of clothes they
want. Equality is the soul of liberty. There can
be no equality without liberty. In this case, all
the liberty stands with the men, so there really is
no equality in the country.

Many of the countries expressed their opinion
on the Sharia law. Countries such as the
Netherlands , UK and Indonesia feel that the
Sharia law hampers with the basic human rights
of women. Indonesia also felt that the presence
of Saudi Arabia is a mere “oddity” in the HRC.
While the delegate of China feels that if the
people of Saudi Arabia feel it is the rightful
path, it is alright to practice it as long as it is
practiced on their own land and not anywhere
abroad. As the majority that dominates Egypt is
Muslim, the delegate agrees with the delegate

Nikita Kapoor

of China. However, they also believe in equal

human rights and would not politically

"women cannot protect themselves thus,

accept it in their own country. They

should stay at home. Some women such as

pointed out certain rights women are not

Malala might come across as exceptions,

given such as secularism. If women violate

but those are the only ones there.”

any law, they are subjected to the love of

According to the delegate of Saudi Arabia,

lapidation.

not providing certain rights to women is for
the benefit of their own.

Saudi Arabia tried to reason with the rest
of the delegates of the HRC, but could not

It needs to be considered that we are

come up with very plausible reasons. He

currently living in the 21st century, and

stated that the sharia law is followed to

rights such as gender equality are the most

ensure the safety of the Islamic people.

basic. Not providing them in your own

Then why are same rights that protect the

country and suggesting for other countries

men are not given to the women? To

to implement such rights is hypocritical.

answer this, he said that “certain rights are

Men today, fight for the rights of women.

not given to women so that crimes against

In Saudi Arabia, women cannot fight for

them reduce. This can only happen if they

their own rights. Why? For their own

stay at home.” Added to this was,

benefit.

C * * * * * S H I P
Shruti Kumar addresses the ambiguity in the CBFC

The Stakeholders Meet on Film Censorship can
be seen as a committee of not only blurred lines,
but blurred perspectives as well. There is great
incongruence when it comes to settling on
whether to censor or merely certify films, or
whether to discuss resolutions or deliberate over
historical issues that are the root cause of this
conference. In fact, there is even acute
disharmony when it comes to defining certain
terminologies. An apt example of this would be
the confusion faced while trying to come up with
a definition for ‘documentaries.’

Shyla Chopra

reviewing documentaries. This is decidedly a step
in the right direction, as the very purpose of
movies and documentaries differ from each other,
right from their inception. Films are for

What everyone did agree on, however, was
Kamal Haasan’s concept of having two
subsidiary branches of the Central Board of Film
Certification (CBFC). He proposed having one
“hand” for certifying movies, and another for

“entertainment purposes,” while the essence of
documentaries are embedded in facts.
Extrapolating Haasan’s conception, Leela Samson
feels it is necessary that documentaries remain
unmarred and pure to the highest possible degree,

as they are often based off of records, and in turn

Kamal Haasan went on to say that, “Rules must

used for academic purposes. Samson also

be made more precise, then there will be no

believes that excessive censorship is a sign of

room for interpretation.” He made a heartfelt

how the government is “demeaning the intellect

plea for the other delegates to understand that,

of their citizens.”

“The board cannot possibly fathom the amount
of pain filmmakers feel when their films are

As debate picked up, several delegates

denied.” Building on Haasan’s view, I feel that

underlined how the CBFC was,“a board of

the level of censorship practiced by the CBFC is

double standards and ambiguity.” Indira Jaisingh

detrimental to India’s standing on the

stressed on this issue, speaking of how the

international film stage. If unconventional films

CBFC approved the movie Saala Khadoos

are constantly turned away, then filmmakers will

without a second glance, despite having the

be wary of producing films, if they believe their

word ‘saala’ in the title itself, while in the film

time, money, and resources will eventually meet

Masaan, the same word was muted. With great

a wall. We are a country at the zenith, be it any

aggravation, Jaisingh proclaimed that “If this

film festival, when it comes to garnering respect

does not show that the guidelines for censorship

for producing quality films year after year. If the

are open for interpretation, then I don’t know

CBFC continues in this conservative path it has

what does.”

laid out for our country, it will be a long fall
indeed for Indian cinema.

The CBFC’s double standards are a testament to
their ambivalent decisions, a product that has
arisen from the depths of bias and prejudice,
from an ardent need to uphold a certain image of
what Indian films, as a conduit of expression,
should represent. But from the hazy veil of
confusion that the debate was borne out of at the
beginning of the conference, the delegate’s
views are gradually aligning themselves to a
convergence, a solution to the equivocal lens
through which the CBFC censors its films.

Reeha Das

Simran Sanan

Aaryan Sinha

S T E P - B Y - S T E P
Aamiya Dhillon repeats a pun in order to explain the situation in Guam

‘The situation in Guam’. Neither a more vague

of the victorious. Considering the multitude of

nor a more accurate statement has been written to

resources present there in the form of fisheries

encapsulate the, well, situation in Guam. The

and petroleum, most countries who can are

agenda on the rather large conference table of the

attempting to do so.

Security Council is brimming with intricacies.
So, in an attempt to explain all that the committee

Vietnam and China both seem to have history

is concerned with, we’ll approach the matter step

on their side, arguing that it was their

by step.

ancestors who governed the islands.
Philippines, however, believes that the Spratly

Guam is an organized unincorporated territory of

Islands fall under Philippines’ exclusive

the United States. This complex term, for many

economic zone. China, in typical regional

(read: Russia), is just a ‘democratic’ way of

superpower fashion, begs to differ. It

saying ‘colony’. An island in the Pacific Ocean,

demarcated most of the South China Sea in

Guam is in close proximity to both North Korea

1952 with nine dashes and called it the nine

and China. Governing Guam would help

dash line. Its legitimacy has repeatedly been

legitimize the repeated interventions of the

questioned, but China refuses to budge.

United States in these conflict-ridden regions. In
addition to this, it would prove to be a

Perhaps stubbornness runs in the

conveniently situated military base, in case

neighborhood, for North Korea is adamant on

conflicts are exacerbated. The aforementioned

being the rebel. The multitude of missile tests

conflicts being the disputed South China Sea and

it is carrying out are sending chills down the

the disputing North Korea.

spines of every rational thinker. President
Trump too wants to clarify that he isn’t

The contentious sea, bounded by China, the

pleased, “If North Korea does a nuclear test, I

Philippines and Vietnam, is dotted with islands.

will not be happy.”

Annexing these uninhabited islands would lead
to the expansion of the exclusive economic zone

B E H I N D

Critics say he’s just trying to be relatable.

T H E

S C E N E S

Rupalika Johri and Devina Bhatnagar interview members of the Secretariat

Ellnaaz Walia, USG Hospitality and Daksh

Q: What are your past experiences in the

Gupta, USG Technical Affairs were interviewed

Model United Nations?

Simran Sanan
Photogapher

Ellnaaz Walia and
Daksh Gupta

E: It's an on the spot job, and regardless to say

Q: How do you find the food served at SBSMUN?

very tiring. You can definitely not prepare for the
job of an OC or the hospitality from advance. I

E: Even though the food on the first day was

find the job of an OC better because it's less

somewhat disappointing due to technical errors,

exhaustive. We started preparing for SBSMUN

we made sure that the day 2 food was fulfilling

from the month of May, 5:30 to 6:00 PM almost

and hoping that it meets people’s expectations.

everyday. It takes a lot of planning and

D: I think it meets up to my satisfaction, and I

precision..

quite appreciate that.

D:This is my first MUN, and I made the
SBSMUN website this year. It is quite an

RAPID FIRE:

interesting job because you need to be

Preferred Committee:

continuously on the move and solve technical

For both: Stakeholders Meet on Censorship

issues almost everywhere.
Preferred Chairperson::
Q: What keeps you motivated in participating in

D: Shayer Majumdar

the SBSMUN?

E: Siddharth Kapoor and Shayer Majumdar

E: For the MUN, we have a menu discussion

Preffered journalist:

which is interesting, I personally like to work for

D: Kabir Rajgarhia (because he's "ridiculously

the people and making them comfortable and

handsome")

happy, I like the idea of MUN in general because

E: Rupalika Johri

it keeps people aware. So even if you’re a part of
the OC, you stay informed about the Agenda

Preferred Photographer:

being consulted in the committee.

D: Simran Saanan

D: I think the level of attention to detail keeps me

E: Mehul Sapra

motivated throughout. MUNs according to me
are nothing but mediums to spread knowledge

Preferred Agenda:

and awareness. I will definitely carry some great

D: UNECOSOC's

memories and experiences from SBSMUN2017.

E: UNHRC's

‘ P R E S S ' I N G

Q U E S T I O N S

Aamiya Dhillon interviews the delegate of the United States of America
“It is not about promoting ideals but preserving them”

Journalist: Good morning! I would like to ask a
few questions regarding the stance of United
States of America (USA) on the proceedings of
the Security Council (SC).

Delegate: Sure!

Mehul Sapra

Journalist: Thank you. The SC is currently
discussing the South China Sea conflict in
relation to Guam. One can’t help but draw a
parallel between the acts of China and the US, as
both governments have annexed territory beyond
their exclusive economic zones (EEZ). Could

not about promoting ideals but preserving them.
China’s violations endanger the flow of
international trade, and more importantly, the
security of the citizens of our
allied nations.

your criticism of China be labelled hypocrisy?
Journalist: Turning to your own ‘citizens’.
Delegate: The parallel is invalid because the
territories China aims to capture fall in the EEZ
of other nations, whereas Guam was ceded to us
under the Treaty of Paris.

President Trump’s budget aims to drastically
reduce all funding to Guam, barring the amount
that is allocated to military infrastructure. How
does this affect the efforts that are being
undertaken to reduce the disparity between the

Journalist: Previous interventions by the US

residents of the mainland and of Guam?

have finally not resulted in prevailing peace,
taking the funding of the mujahedeen in the
Soviet-Afghan War as an example. How does
the government plan on successfully solving the
South China Sea conflict?

Delegate: The Afghanistan War was about
protecting ideals. It was about promoting the
concept of democracy and fighting the
oppressive characteristics of the Soviet’s
communism. Ideals can never truly concur, so

Delegate: As mentioned in our working paper,
treaties and specialized committees under the
United Nations will look into the promotion of
trade and tourism in the region.

Journalist: Should the Guamanian people
interpret this decision as the US government
exploitingtheir resources and neglecting their
concerns, leaving the latter for the UN to look
into?

the mujahedeen did, unfortunately, turn against
our ideology. The current conflict, however, is

Delegate: Well, that is debatable.

Y O U R

L O V I N G

C O U S I N ,

C H I K U

Devina Bhatnagar writes a letter as a nine year-old tribal girl to her cousin
in the city.
Dear Banou,
Today was a different day than others. A light-

Later I learnt from our neighbor that these

skinned couple visited us today. Baba says that

jobs, which already underpay our fathers and

they were from ‘England’. My brothers and I were

uncles, are not even permanent. They could

quite surprised to see them, as we had never seen

lose their grip any day. They would soon be

anyone other than the rest of the Maasai people in

replaced by educated people. This didn't look

the rift valley. Then again, we are just children.

fair to me. It looked as if our fathers and

We have only been around for a short period of

uncles were being exploited. First of all, they

time. But I noticed them doing something strange.

are coming on our land and disrupting our

They took out some devices that I had not seen

everyday living, and secondly, we hardly

before, pointed them at us and started pressing

benefit. As if that wasn't enough already, I

buttons on them. I felt threatened for some reason,

heard that they would cut down some of our

but Baba informed me that those were just

trees and build a guest house for foreigners to

‘cameras’, instruments that obtain pictures when

come and go.

you click them. I was somewhat confused - why
would they want pictures of us? Also, why didn’t

Ashi, I wish the foreigners would just let us

they ask us first? When they took the cameras out,

lead our own lives peacefully. How is

I felt uncomfortable, thinking that they would

Shangazi? And Abedi? Send them my love,

physically hurt us. However, even when Baba told

and visit soon.

us that they were “just cameras”, I couldn't think
of a reason not to feel uncomfortable.

Your loving cousin,
Chiku

Baba sat down with us later in the evening, and
explained how those foreigners would help him
and Mjomba. He said that him and Mjomba would

Baba: Swahili for father

earn money by guiding the foreigners around the

Maasai: An indigenous tribe in Kenya

Great Rift Valley. When I asked him, “Baba, after

Mjomba: Swahili for uncle

this, will we not be poor anymore?” all the zest in

Shangazi: Swahili for aunt

his eyes turned to apathy. He turned away and
said, “It’s late now, Chiku, go to sleep.” He didn't
say anything after that. That was when I realized
that even when these foreigners trespass into our
area, we would not benefit much, even when we
provide them with knowledge and entertainment.

T H E

F O O T

F O R E I G N

O F

S O M E T H I N G
O N C E

L A N D S

T H A T

W A S

On a stroll with my daughter

I used to get up at five,

In a nearby garden

To the sound of the farmer’s hen.

I fell in deep thought.

The feeling to it was something

There was one time when

unknown

crowded streets were a foreign concept,

I think I felt alive

New faces were hard to locate,

I miss the time I was only ten

And lands were not taken over

But oh! Now the birds fly,

To please the immigrant’s eyes.

flying away, they take our lost culture

Today when I walk

with them

These cobblestones beneath me

Now all around us are people unknown

Sing the glory they once possessed

From lands unheard

Now they hide below

And languages absurd.

The foot of foreign lands.

I wake up to sounds of clicks

My daughter of four

By avid firangis’ cameras

Looks me in the eyes

Amma says it’s a game of politics

And in hers, I see a world not mine

By our dear government

When she grows up

Who shunned us always

She will not remember

Our clothing doesn’t feel like our own

the farm that was passed through our generations

anymore

for the lodge would have taken its place.

My athha’s jewelry is taken by people

I am frightened and agitated

unknown.

If she will ever see the world through my sight

My friends are all missing

Or would she be eliminated from her own home

I kiss everything goodbye one last

And be stuck in this dome, banned,

time

from the foot of foreign lands.

And now I’m left reminiscing.

-Rupalika Johri

- Gayatri Singh

Anjali Choudhary

I N A L I E N A B L E

R I G H T S

O F

A L L

H U M A N S

Kanak Kantor elaborates upon Saudi Arabia and sharia law
Since the first moderated caucus all the

When asked how jihad is actually implemented

delegates have been part of heated debates

on followers of sharia Islam the Saudi Arabian

concerning topics ranging from their stands on

delegate stated that all methods used by

the agenda, to causes of militant nationalism, to

mujahedeen are peaceful. This statement is

how education could prevent militant

controversial as the mujahedeen often use violent

nationalism from taking place.

methods to convert people to true Islam.
The word jihad for the delegate meant “war

The delegate of Saudi Arabia stated yesterday

against non-Muslims” and the mujahedeen

that sharia law that is followed in the country

signifies warfare for establishing the religion.

safeguards the human rights of all citizens who
follow Islam in their country. This statement

As the caucus ended the delegate of Saudi Arabia

was passed after the delegate was questioned

defended his state by strongly establishing that

by the German delegate about why Saudi

sharia law is the supreme law that will be

Arabia had not signed and ratified the

followed within Saudi Arabia and did not deny

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The

the depravation of rights to women as it was

Saudi Arabian delegate said that the UDHR has

stated that as long as those women fall under

not been signed since it is controversial to the

sharia law they would not receive the rights.

laws followed in Saudi Arabia.

The delegate of Switzerland soon raised the
issue that women in Saudi Arabia who follow
Islam should also receive equal rights like
those of men in the country. Since that is not
the case the delegate questioned the delegate of
Saudi Arabia is he thinks women are human or
not.

The statement passed by the delegate of Saudi
Arabia contradicts what the delegate had said

Saisha Koul

yesterday. Polygamy, castration of young girls,
and deprivation of rights to women and other
cases stated by the delegates of Germany,
Switzerland, Indonesia, United Arab Emirates
and Ghana had been told off by the delegate of
Saudi Arabia as terrorist propaganda to provide
a bad image to Islam and spread fear in
youngsters.

Khushi Bhasin

T H E

I S I S

A R G U M E N T

Ajay Dhamanda summarises the bizarre happenings in the Bundestag
The highlight of the Futuristic Bundestag was

A Round Table Conference was conducted

undoubtedly the predicaments in which

wherein all the delegates put forth their

Wolfgang Schäuble, the Minister of Finance,

opinions, ranging from the EU interference

was involved.

with German sovereignty to the innocence of
Schäuble to Schäuble’s careless attitude.

In an update, it was revealed that the Minister of

Schäuble was exposed when he failed to

Finance was ‘conned’. He invested in a company

address the simple question on his ignorance

that secretly outsourced the money to ISIS. Very

towards the schemes.

confidently, the Minister claimed that the large
state of Germany passed numerous bills,

Furthermore, a detailed conversation involving

amendments, and schemes and it was impossible

Syria and Syrian refugees was conducted and

for him to know every single one of them by

Schäuble, Riexinger (Die Linke), and Maiziere

heart. Schäuble was criticized for wasting

(Minister of Interior) suggested that

hundreds of people’s money and endangering

investigations be carried out to find out

national security. The Vice Chancellor of the

connections between attempted bombings and

Social Democratic Party, Martin Schulz, was

members of parliament, majorly the

very vocal about her views on this issue. She

Chancellor’s husband Joachim Merkel.

turned the limelight towards how the

Although bizarre, the Minister of Defense,

government had previously clashed with the

Ursula von der Leyen mocked his post when he

public on the decision of leaving the European

suggested funding the ISIS who, in turn, would

Union (UN), and another blunder such as this

destroy the Syrian government.

would shatter the remainder of the trust and faith
between the public and the government.

Unsurprisingly, the Chancellor and Petry
conveyed that his suggestion was baseless and

Freuke Petry of the Alternative for Germany

did not make sense, to which the Minister

(AfD) and Martin Schulz both supported the

responded with a simple ‘fact’ that it might

opinion of involving the Interpol into the matter.

have been ‘any’ German citizen supporting the

Schäuble did try to change the topic of

ISIS.

discussion but his efforts seemed wasted as the
argument continued.
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Jahnavi Nair captures how Saudi Arabia stood its stance

The major debate of today’s session was that if

"The Saudi’s government’s denial of basic

Saudi Arabia truly support the human rights

human rights to women is not only wrong, it

council. The sharia law was under constant

hurts Saudi Arabia’s economic development,

evaluation of being unfair and unjust. It was

modernization and prosperity"

accused of being erroneous and prejudiced.

-Barbara Boxer

Numerous countries retaliated by arguing that
sharia law violated the basic human laws. It is
biased towards men and oppresses women. The
delegate of China does not support all the units of
the Sharia Law as they differ from that of The
Republic of China. Egypt believes that for the
majority of Muslims, sharia law is acceptable, but

and clearly states that it should no longer be
allowed. Netherlands advocates the
inalienability of human rights. Germany also
disagreed with the delegate from Saudi Arabia.
Multiple countries pointed out that Saudi Arabia
had not signed the UDHR.

does not accept the law as a part of their
legal system. They also believe that Sharia law
is acceptable until the basic human rights such
as freedom of speech and freedom from
discrimination are not violated, they do not
support the idea of a militant nationalist violate
their country. UK's stance on the agenda is that
there are numerous human right violations. They
are restricted from practicing basic rights. The
delegate fails to understand the need for a double
standard and how the sharia law benefits Muslim
girls. “Practices such Female Genital Mutilation,
triple talaq, are a liability and major violation of
human rights, especially for females.” Indonesia
believes that "Saudi Arabia's presence is an
‘oddity’".

Saudi Arabia attempted to put up a good defense
but was unsuccessful. He argued that they do
not promote violence. He said that, in Saudi
Arabia sharia laws are and always will be
superior to international laws and the rights
contradict each other, therefore, they will not
sign the UN UDHR. He pointed out that the
allegations of the other country were atrocious,
baseless, and pointless and by saying so they
were fulfilling the wishes of the terrorists to
make Islam look barbaric. In a personal
interview the delegate stated, "certain rights are
not given for women so that crimes against them
get less, if they stay at home."

The presence oppresses females and

homosexuals. The Brazilian delegate says, “The
sharia law is very patriarchal in nature and gives
minimum or no rights to women.” The delegate
presents a strong animosity for sharia law

Though the delegate clearly was defeated in the
debate, it was admirable that he stood by his
stance despite all the other delegates opposing
him.
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Tanya Gupta examines Transjordan's position in the Arab Leaders Meet

In a meeting of Arab dignitaries threatened by the

parties and they entered a Moderated Caucus

idea of anyone harming their beloved lands; the

with the objective of discussing Transjordan’s

idea of the Jewish state of Israel being supported

Allegiance to the Cause of The Arab League.

by the USSR is a major crisis. The USSR is one

Most dignitaries begged the Transjordanian

of the most powerful states and the ‘Red Army’

Prime Minister for his true stand on the situation,

is the largest in the world. The Arab League has

the Deputy Convenor suggested that the

reason to be intimidated. With their limited

committee change their leader. This change was

resources, they will have to make the best of they

supported by Egypt, who proposed that the King

have. While talks of war and peace continue,

of Egypt be the replacement and the idea was

feeling of distrust are also passed in the Arab

also passed by the Iranian Shah and the Prime

League. As the idea of betrayal seems inevitable

Minister.

to the covenant, the Arab League scurries to form
a united form.

The Prime Minister of Transjordan agreed to
express his opinion towards the end of the

While all countries offer their resources in times

Moderated Caucus. He stated,"Transjordan shall

of need and in the event of unprecedented acts of

support the Arab League in the event of war, but

war, there is a wariness towards Transjordan

if his king, King Abdullah I shall be removed

from the rest of the League. The King of Egypt

from power then Transjordan shall be quick to

states time and time again that the Transjordanian

retract its support."

King and Prime Minister were not to be trusted.
They stated,” the King of Egypt has only proven
that he is pursuing his own political ambitions,
and that it is a fact. He does not care about the
Arab League”. This opinion of his raised
questions in the minds of all the member
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Imran Batra compares both sides of the Dexit

Although the Bundestag discussed various topics

concerned about the German population and its

pertaining to the agenda today, there was one that

ability to shelter these refugees. "Immigration

they just couldn’t seem to let go of, and kept

policies should be more severe; we have to

coming back to- the role of immigrants and

control immigration and limit refugees”, she

refugees in potentially ‘causing’ a Dexit, with

said.

two main points of view forming.
And although both sides had valid points and
The first was that of German Chancellor Angela

made convincing arguments, they seemed to

Merkel. Merkel encouraged the Bundestag to

miss the real questions at the centre of this

maintain their current policy of keeping their

argument- how much does being in the EU

borders open to refugees and promote

change Germany’s immigration policy? How

immigration, saying that she aimed to persuade

much does immigration affect one’s views on

the German people into agreeing with her.

the EU? Do the people of Germany believe that

“Immigrants give more to us than they take”, she

being a member of the EU is the sole, or even

said, “and the economy is even doing better than

main cause of the current influx of migrants in

before, despite the influx of immigrants”. The

their country? And is the influx of migrants the

Vice Chancellor, Martin Schulz, added that

main cause for their current dissatisfaction with

immigrants have bettered financial system of

the EU?

public health and pensions, and that young
immigrants have more time to feed money into

Moreover, while discussing this topic, both

the system, trying to convince the Bundestag, and

sides seemed to be forgetting the issue at the

subsequently the German people, that the EU’s

heart of this entire committee- does the

open border policies are indeed good for

Bundestag prioritise the German people or the

Germany.

people of Europe as a whole? Should the influx
of refugees be seen as an act of generosity or as

The leader of the Alternative for Germany party,

a disregard for the needs of the people? Instead

Frauke Petry promptly challenged this viewpoint.

of just trying to justify or criticise the actions

Petry pointed migrants mustn’t be confused with

of the German government with regards to

refugees, claiming that immigrants create

immigration, shouldn’t the Bundestag also talk

disparity in diversity, as they are not always

about whether or not those actions have

educated. “This, in turn”, she said, “can create

anything to do with Germany’s membership in

unnecessary xenophobia and cause an increase in

the European Union? The Bundestag must look

crime across the nation”. Ursula von der Leyen,

at each problem they have in the context of the

the Defence Minister, built on this point, saying

agenda rather than an independent topic, as

that although Germany has a moral obligation to

their decision will vastly affect and change

shelter refugees, the Bundestag should be

Germany as a nation.
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